Abstract-Finding a compact formal representation of a processor instruction set is important for easier comprehension by the designer, as well as for synthesis of an efficient hardware implementation of the processor's microcontroller.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the years, aggressive transistor scaling led to immense microprocessor performance improvement. For instance, microprocessors running frequency has increased 100 times more than theoretically predicted. However, power consumption of chip has been increasing and has became a crucial progress constraint [1] . Moreover, as in recent decades mobile electronics have became more and more affordable to customers, device operation time became vital. Though, battery life has not increased significantly [2] , thus other power optimisation approaches are being researched. Reduction of power consumption through instruction set optimisation approach has been known for a while. Nonetheless, it is still an active research area. In this field some important work has been done such as the introduction of a formalism called Conditional Partial Order Graphs [3] , and a new instruction set architecture design approach based on that model [4] [5] . Reduction of power (as well as area, latency or time to design) of Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), via an automated and rational approach, motivates further exploration of this recently introduced, though promising design approach.
A. Related work
Different approaches have been tried to handle the problem of Conditional Partial Order Graph encoding, targeting the minimisation of parameters such as area, latency of the derived controller which comes up with the synthesis of the representation.
In [6] the so called Single-literal encoding has been implemented. It finds the optimal encoding under the constraint that each condition can have at most one literal (positive or negative), it is based on graph colouring and works well in practice when the single-literal constraint is appropriate. Indeed, it does not fit well to instruction set architecture modelling, as it is likely that the opcodes generated by such an approach will be composed by a high number of variables. This parameter in fact might be constrained in this application, as in our case of study: ARM Cortex M0+ architecture has opcodes limited to no more than 8 bits.
In [4] instead, an algorithm which is suppose to find an optimal encoding using a SAT-solver as been developed, named SAT-based encoding. Even though it is able to seek an encoding on a fairly reduced number of literals in a short amount of time, it has many constraints which limit the usability of such approach. It doesn't scale well and cannot handle instruction sets with more than 12-15 instructions. The current implementation does not support branching instructions (which are fundamental for the description of more complex instructions behaviours), and finally it does not allow handling opcode constraints such as the definition of the number of variables the opcodes should be composed by, or the definition of any bit for reserved functions.
Another approach, which is not directly related to the Conditional Partial Order Graph model, but which may be extended to it, given the similarity of the problem, is the technique described in [7] . In it, an algorithm for optimally encoding Finite State Machine representation is presented.
In this work we present an algorithm to fill in the gaps described in this Section. We describe a technique able not only to optimise the final controller under different perspectives, but also to customise the final opcodes in order to tailor well the design process of instruction set architectures, as well as many other applications this representation might be used to. In Section II we briefly introduce the model we have used, to carry out the research. The heuristic algorithm is deeply described in Section III. In Section IV the model of ARMv6-M ISA is shown and used as case of study for our encoding approach. In Section V the tool we have developed is presented and a set of benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the new technique is shown. Section VI concludes the paper pinpointing what has been achieved, and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
Conditional Partial Order Graph [3] [6][8] is a quintuple H = (V, E, X, ρ, φ):
• V is a set of vertices which correspond to events (or atomic actions) in a modelled system. • E ⊆ V × V is a set of arcs representing dependencies between the events.
• Operational vector X is a set of Boolean variables. An opcode is an assignment (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x |X| ) ∈ {0, 1} |X| of these variables. An opcode selects a particular partial order from those contained in the graph.
• ρ ρ ρ ∈ F (X) is a restriction function, where F (X) is the set of all Boolean functions over variables in X. ρ defines the operational domain of the graph: X can be assigned only those opcodes (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x |X| ) which satisfy the restriction function, i.e. ρ(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x |X| ) = 1.
• Function φ φ φ : (V ∪ E) → F (X) assigns a Boolean condition φ(z) ∈ F (X) to every vertex and arc z ∈ V ∪E in the graph. Let us also define φ(z)
This model is based on strict graphical representation, where each event is represented by a circle , and each connection between vertices, named as "arc", depicted as an arrow →. Both the previous elements are labelled with a predefined pattern composed by vertex/arc name, followed by condition φ(v/e). Next to each graph, a further condition is present called restriction function (ρ), composed by operational variables X.
An Example of CPOG is shown in Figure 1 with two possible projections at the bottom-side. The purpose of the condition φ is to switch on/off vertices and edges, when the conditions on it are satisfied or not respectively. In this representation, dash edges and circles represent nodes and arrows switched off, in such a way as not to affect the behaviour of that particular event class.
III. ENCODING OF DIFFERENT PARTIAL ORDERS
The encoding process can be performed after all the partial orders have been created and optimised. It consists of associating a unique opcode to each graph in order to be distinguished by the other ones. This is the first step of the synthesis phase. Here, the controller for managing the whole structure is the main target. In order to better describe such problem, it may be worth giving some definitions of the terms used along this research.
An opcode points out an array of bits where each element can be a logic 0 or 1, the following ones are examples of feasible opcodes {0010, 000000, 1110001, 0}. An opcode ensemble is defined as the group of opcodes it is possible to use with a particular number of bits, for instance the opcode ensemble of length 2 is composed by opcodes: {00, 01, 10, 11} while the one of length 3 {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111}. Encoding, also referred to as a solution, is a subset of an opcode ensemble where each opcode is associated to one and only one partial order graph. Finally, the solution space is represented as the group of all the possible encodings for a particular CPOG.
In Figure 2 , each empty circle represents a possible opcode which might be potentially employed to encode one partial order. A number n is present inside a circle when the partial order n has been encoded with the opcode associated to that particular circle. Each opcode, in this case, is composed by 3 bits. In Figure 2 (a), the opcodes available to encode a CPOG that contains up to 8 partial orders are depicted. While in Figure  2 (b) and 2(c), two possible solutions, for what concerns a CPOG composed by 5 partial orders, are shown. Designers may also exploit Don't care conditions when a group of opcodes might be employed to represent partial orders, as shown in Figure 2 (d) for instance. Here, the second partial order is encoded by the opcode 0XX.
In light of the above, we want to demonstrate that the solution space might be really high depending on the number of graphs to encode and on the size of the opcode ensemble (neglecting the encodings including Don't cares conditions). The size of the solution space is of primary importance because potentially, each solution might be used to synthesise a different (with various optimisation degrees) controller, and should be therefore inspected. As a consequence, the higher the number of solutions, the harder it would be to seek the best possible encoding for a particular representation. This is the reason why one of the main concerns at this step is trying to reduce the size of the solution space as much as possible.
For instance, let us consider a very small Conditional Partial Order Graph representation, composed by 4 graphs only. As analysed in [6] and briefly above, there could be several approaches to encode various graphs in order to minimise the Boolean functions in each vertex and arc. What we are going to take into account hereby will be opcode ensembles with minimum length related to number of partial orders.
This means that in order to encode 4 different graphs, we need 2 bits (opcode ensemble of length 2). Therefore, in order to get the minimum number of bits needed to encode an entire model one needs to refer to Formula 1, where k stands for the number of partial orders which composes the representation.
In this case, the number of solutions fits perfectly to the graphs to encode, as with two bits it is possible to encode exactly four elements (2 2 = 4). Additionally, in order to compute the entire solution space of such an instance we should take into account all the permutations (or dispositions, if k < m) of the opcode ensemble. Therefore, the total number of solutions one can select by arranging opcodes differently each time in a group of m elements is represented in Formula 2 by #{S}, where k is the number of graphs to encode.
If m and k are set to 4:
Additionally, we managed to reduce the solution space even more by fixing the first element in every solution. This is because each circuit may be derived by two different encodings (adding some inverter gates) complementary to each other. Thus, by taking into account such statement, we modified #{S} into #{S} (Formula 2). It is extremely beneficial for the size of the solution space. By analysing this problem, the ensemble reduces from 24 to 6. 
A. Heuristic function
After discussing the number of solutions one should deal with, it is worthwhile mentioning that in the literature of Conditional Partial Order Graphs, a quick way to heuristically evaluate the area of the final controller by looking at the encoding only missed. As a direct consequence, in order to evaluate a solution in terms of whichever constraint (as the area consumption), logic synthesis and technology mapping steps were needed; making the whole process of seeking the best possible solution between the ones available an extremely difficult task. In this research, and in particular in this Section, we therefore aim at presenting a heuristic function for an early evaluation of an encoding, targeting an optimised controller.
In order to describe the heuristic function just mentioned, let us first describe algebraically the differences between the partial order graphs which compose a single model. First parameter for the evaluation is the similarity between couples of graphs, in terms of nodes and arcs. One can set the results, for each couple of partial orders, inside a matrix (named Difference Matrix). In particular, it is defined as a strict upper triangular matrix [N × N ], where N is the number of graphs in a model, with all the entries on the main diagonal fixed to 0. Every row (i) is associated to a PO, as well as every column (j). DM i,j represents the number of vertices and arcs that are present only in one of the two POs i and j (this is similar to the Hamming distance, but on partial orders instead of bit vectors). An example is depicted below, on the left-side of Formula 3. In a similar way it is possible to store all the differences between the opcodes assigned to couples of graphs i and j in the Hamming Distance matrix [9] (right-side of Formula 3). A key point to develop the cost function was to associate more similar partial orders to more similar opcodes. Exploiting this knowledge, the cost function we used to evaluate area before the synthesis phase is depicted in Formula 4.
Intuitively, minimising F means encoding similar instruction classes with couples of opcodes with lower Hamming Distance.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of such heuristic, we tried to synthesise all the possible solutions of a representation composed by eight graphs (presented in [10] , Figure  2 .7) and to map the controllers generated with a 90nm simple library composed by basic 1/2 input logic gates (AND, OR, INV, NOR, NAND). The results, taking into account area and the heuristic function, are plotted in Figure 4 where it is clearly present an average correlation between the area of the final circuit and the cost stem by the encoding. 
B. Encoding generation
Exploiting the heuristic function presented previously, designers may achieve quite good results in terms of area (as well as for other constraints) of the final controller without going through the synthesis phase of the model. The last part to complement the encoding association process is to present the encoding generation algorithms that have been developed.
Designers have mostly two choices: trying to generate and synthesise all the possible solutions, or generating few solutions targeting a low cost of function results. It is worth mentioning that, even though the former approach would guarantee a more optimised controller, it is not always possible to apply it to all the models as the number of solutions might exponentially explode for bigger representations. During this work, a tool has been developed (presented in Section V) and it features all the approaches described in this research and in the previous ones. Therefore, both the possibilities are available for the designer who might freely choose between them.
Below we discuss how Simulated Annealing technique can be used to accelerate the search of the optimal encoding. The interested reader is referred to [10] for further information about the so called Exhaustive encoding. Briefly, the heuristic algorithm generates as many solutions as the designer wants, trying to associate dynamically couples of opcodes presenting a lower Hamming distance to more similar graphs. As some steps of the algorithm are decided randomly, for example when pairs of graphs or opcodes contain the same number of differences, the result is not guaranteed to be optimal, so an additional step is performed in order to minimise the heuristic [12] . The aim of this method is to find minimum or maximum values of a function which depends on many independent variables. Commonly, it is named cost function, and in our case is the one in Formula 4. Much research was conducted exploiting such an optimisation method, either in computer engineering field or in other subjects [13] . In our case we have used this approach by swapping the opcodes associated to various partial orders attempting to minimise the cost function. We found that the following simulated annealing parameters work well experimentally: initial temperature set to 10, cooldown factor fix to 0.996 and the ending temperature set to 0.1.
The results, applied to the same model mentioned before composed by eight partial orders, are depicted in Table I . In the last row, the outcome of the generation algorithm described so far in this Section is shown. It leads to a quite good result in terms of area-runtime. As one might observe by the Table, the higher the number of solutions inspected, the better the result, no matter which approach is used. Nonetheless, heuristic encoding provides better results with fewer solutions inspected with respect to random encoding and that is the main reason of the extremely good speed-up it is able to provide with respect to Exhaustive encoding runtime.
The results of this Section will be applied to a real Instruction Set Architecture of a microprocessor in the next Section, in such a way to have an extremely sound case of study for demonstrating the applicability of this technique. In Section V instead, this approach will then be applied to a set of different models in order to have a proof of the area overhead which this technique lead to, compared with optimal solutions obtained using the Exhaustive encoding method, that is optimal, but slow and computationally expensive.
IV. CASE OF STUDY: INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE OF ARM CORTEX M0+
In order to further explore the CPOG formalism and encoding process, a case study was completed with the ARM Cortex M0+ processor's instructions as a study basis. Methodology for this work was introduced in [14] and was also followed throughout this research. The first step required a derivation of partial orders and it was mainly done by analysing the instruction set description. Although, before partial orders can be constructed, datapath components need to be specified. In [15] five datapath units were obtained, four were reused in this study, Table II describes each of them. Derivation of partial orders involved deep analysis of individual instruction, which was done using the ARMv6-M technical manual [16] . This manual provides detailed information about every instructions including encoding, operation pseudo-code and functions of instructions. This process was simplified due to the ability to cluster instructions and give class a single Partial Order (PO). During the derivation process it was noticed that in particular two aspects of instructions affect its graphical representation: functional similarity and addressing mode. Since, ARM Cortex M0+ instructions can have two types of addressing modes to specify operands: register and immediate addressing. Obtained graphs shared this property in their representation. In particular, addressing mode affected operand fetching process part, instructions with register type operand were able to fetch next instruction concurrently with current execution, while immediate addressing type instructions required to fetch constant in order to complete instruction.
Functionality difference was another aspect, which differentiated graphs. It is perhaps more intuitive than addressing mode differentiation, as one may understand various purpose instructions are executed in different manner, thus resulting in unique graph. However, instructions can be still categorised under their functionality. General groups are: arithmetic-operations, memory access, control and miscellaneous.
Specification of instruction set procedure extracted 11 different partial orders (which are depicted in Figure 5 ), which covered in total 61 ARM Cortex M0+ instructions out of a possible 68. The majority of covered instructions were arithmetical and logical. As just mentioned, not all processor instructions were covered. In particular, hint type instructions, which are associated with interrupts and microprocessor state mode. These instruction required more insightful analysis and due to project time constraints and very high level description of these instruction in [16] 
A. Compositional results
After derivation of partial orders was completed, research proceeded with the next step: encoding and generation of CPOGs. As the solutions space for such a Conditional Partial Order Graph composed by 11 different behaviours is extremely wide, according to Formula 2, we could not apply the approach named Exhaustive encoding in order to seek the most optimised controller, targeting in our case area reduction. Therefore, in order to carry out a fair comparison, we focused on comparing the newly introduced Heuristic encoding (SA) with several solutions obtained by adopting Random encoding technique. The latter one does nothing else but associating random opcodes to the partial order graphs composing the whole representation. Those two algorithms indeed fit well to a CPOG with such a high number of graphs as the one represented in Section IV. Additionally, together they provide a good case of study to give a rough idea to readers about the potential of the heuristic approach, compared with the random one. Runtime of the tool and area of controller are used as comparison parameters.
The best results, exploiting the algorithm just mentioned, are depicted in Table III , obtained with three different approaches applied to the partial orders representing the ARMV6-M Instruction Set Architecture. The worst solution is represented by the controller that comes up with the Random encoding approach, it generates the biggest controller. It is pareto-dominated by all the other techniques, but it is useful for giving a general idea about the whole area of the controller without using any optimisation technique. Even though the area of the controller might not look much bigger than the other two shown in the Table, it is worth observing that one hundred thousands of encodings have been tried to reach out such result. It has been required much more time with respect to the other approaches as observable by the runtime column.
The SAT-based encoding approach, described in [4] , gives a very good result compared to the Heuristic encoding (SA) technique, which in this case gives the best result by analysing one thousand encodings only. To understanding the benefit of this approach, the reader should take into account that, according to Figure 3 , the size of the solution space for a representation composed by 11 POs contains approximately 10 10 possible encodings. Single-literal encoding has not been taken into account for the comparison because of the higher number of variables it requires to synthesise the controller. Now, let us compare the heuristic technique, which is the one we aim to present in this paper, with the random approach in order to perform a fair comparison. As we mentioned before, we tried to generate an extremely high number of solutions with Random encoding, and a small one with Heuristic encoding (SA). The result is surprisingly good, and it is shown in Figure 7 . Though the number of solutions generated by the random encoding technique is much higher than the encodings tried referring to the new approach, they are mostly concentrated between 110 and 220 on the x-axis. The heuristic solutions instead concentrate between 80 and 110 ( [10] , Figure  6 .7) and that is why the probability of finding a better (in terms of area in this case) derived controller is much higher. The results in Table III confirm our hypothesis. The x-axis of the graph is the cost function presented in SectionIII-A, while on the y-axis the bare area [µm 2 ]. As we demonstrated, the lower the cost function of the solution, the higher the probability to select a better encoding in terms of area, therefore the main goal is to have a heuristic which returns encodings with a low cost of the function, in Figure 6 the compositional graphs of the ARMv6-M model are depicted for sake of completeness. The reason for such a bad result for random encoding resides on the massive number of possibilities the solution space is composed by. Indeed, even though 100000 may seem a high number of solutions, it represents the 0.0009 % of solution space only, so it is extremely unlikely to find a really good point.
The only drawback depending on the heuristic cost function is related to the non total linearity in the relationship between the heuristic function and the parameter to optimise (area in this case). The error that intrinsically affects the solution space (Figure 7) constrains the tool to analyse the whole range of solutions, as the best controller in terms of area might be present with a slightly higher cost of F (Formula 4).
In light of the above, one of the main goals of this research has been addressed. The composition of partial order graphs has been automated exploiting a heuristic-based algorithm which is able to synthesise the final controller relying on an early-evaluation of the opcodes, prior to the synthesis phase. In the next Section another problem related to instruction set architecture modelling will be addressed: that is the encoding customisation. It is needed when one has to deal with particular applications where some bits have to be fixed for reserved functions, or when the opcodes have to be composed by a variable number of bits.
V. TOOL IMPLEMENTATION
SCENCO is the name of the tool which features all the approaches we described in this work, it embeds either the previous techniques (with the advantages and drawbacks highlighted in Section I) and the new algorithm that we aim at presenting hereby. SCENCO, which stands for SCENarios ENCOder, has been integrated as an open source tool in Workcraft [17] , in particular inside the Conditional Partial Order Graphs plugin. It provides a friendly graphical user interface which complements the representative power of the model. All the generation algorithms described in this work can be used.
In order for the tool to provide different optimisation features, such as the ones which might be related to area, power or latency optimisation of the derived controller, ABC framework [18] has been integrated into the standard flow of the software. It allows optimisation of the final equations which come up with the synthesis of the representation, constrained by different parameters. It might be extremely useful for having concrete outcome under different constraints, in fact a real gate library (in genlib format [19] ) can be manually set in order to map the Boolean equations onto gates with real characteristics. Furthermore Espresso logic minimiser [25] has been integrated into SCENCO in order to solve the Karnaugh Maps for deriving the Boolean equations associated to each vertex/arc. Finally Clasp [23] /Minisat [24] are used to provide the SAT-based optimal encoding option.
The approaches which may be exploited by using this tool are mainly three. Heuristic encoding is the approach we aim to present in this work, it is extremely fast and totally customisable: the designer is allowed to tune the depth of the search (it may be useful to trade off the soundness of the solution with the time for obtaining good encoding, as demonstrated in Table I ) as well as totally customise the opcodes. Indeed, one can set the length of the opcodes to use as well as some particular bits in the way described following:
• if an X is inserted, the tool will have the total control on that particular bit, therefore it will try to optimise it as much as possible (i.e. an opcode with length 2 set as XX may become {00, 01, 10, 11}); • if a 0 or a 1 is inserted in the opcode associated with a partial order graph, the tool will look for the optimal encoding without modifying those bits set by the user (i.e. an opcode with length 2 set as X1 may become {01, 11}, the second bit will be stuck at 1 in both cases); • if a -is inserted the tool will deal with that particular bit as a Don't care condition. Hence, the final opcode containing a -will be on a shorter number of variables with respect with the ones without any Don't care (i.e. an opcode with length 3 set as XX-might become {00, 01, 10, 11}, that is because: in the case 01 is chosen both the two opcodes {010, 011} will be theoretically assigned to the partial order graph).
The possibility to completely customise the opcodes addresses the need of flexibility which particular applications, as instruction set architectures, need. Single literal encoding [6] is the fastest, but can use a lot of variables for encoding and does not support customisable opcodes, which might be a problem if one has to deal with instruction set architecture modelling; otherwise it provides a good solution in terms of the derived controller.
SAT-based optimal encoding is the technique described in [4] which, as highlighted in Section I, has many limitations; but might be useful when one does not need to customise the encodings, deal with dynamic CPOGs, or with representations which contain more than 12 -15 instruction classes.
A. Benchmarks
In this Section, we aim at demonstrating the benefits of the approach we presented in Section III. To do so, we are going to apply heuristic encoding by fixing the number of solutions to find to 100, and by constraining the opcodes to minimum number of variables necessary to encode all the POs. This latter imposition is helpful when the number of external I/O pins need to be reduced. Other methods will also be applied to multiple instances of Conditional Partial Order Graph representations composed by different behaviours each. Afterwards, we are going to carry out a comparison, in terms of area overhead and runtime of the tool, with the best possible solution (if available) present in the whole encoding set for each representation. The other approaches will also be considered in the benchmark for the sake of completeness, even though some of them are able to find solutions by using a higher number of variables.
The other two instances we applied these techniques to are subsets of instruction set architectures belonging to Texas Instruments MSP430 processor which has been modelled in [20] , and the Intel 8051 [14] . The former one contains dynamical partial order graphs, that are particular conditions which, applied to some particular vertices or arcs, modify dynamically the behaviour of the system, while the latter one, as for the model of the ARMv6-M does not contain such typology of partial orders.
Table IV depicts all the results in terms of area of the derived controller and runtime of the tool, for seeking an optimal encoding for the models. Many considerations might be done on the data collected in the Table. First of all let us analyse why the results are not present in each box of the Table ( "-" character). Regarding Exhaustive encoding, it was not possible to apply this approach to Conditional Partial Order Graph models composed by more than 8 partial orders because of the high number of encodings the whole solution sets are composed of. According to Formula 2 and Figure 3 , when the #POs increases beside 8, the size of the solution set tends to be too wide to be inspected entirely. Concerning the SAT-based encoding method instead: when applied to the Texas Instruments MSP430 instances, it does not produce any result due to the limit of handling branching instructions, as mentioned in Section I.
Another characteristic that is worth analysing is the number of variables which the various approaches use to seek an optimal solution. While the heuristic approach does not increment the length of the opcodes in order to reduce the complexity of the derived controller, the Single-literal encoding approach and SAT-based encoding do. The former increments the number of variables in order to target one single Boolean literal per node and arc, while the latter one (regarding the Intel 8051 subset expressed with 9 POs) cannot solve the problem with 3 variables only, probably due to the high complexity of the graphs. Therefore it needs 4 variables to generate a feasible solution. These approaches are fast and good in terms of the controller optimisation, nonetheless sometimes they might not be exploited either because they do not allow customisation of the opcodes, because of the increased number of variables they may require for the encoding process, or finally due to the limitation in dealing with dynamic behaviours.
On the other hand, heuristic encoding search, improved via simulated annealing optimisation algorithm, provides extremely good results with a slight increase of the search time. In this case we chose to keep the length of the opcode at the minimum, but it may be customised addressing the need of instruction set architectures modelling. In the Table V the area overheads and the speed-up with respect to the Exhaustive encoding are depicted. As one might observe, the average overhead in terms of area is 7.77%, which is an extremely good result considering the high average speed-up of the search of ×120, which the tool provides considering all the cases taken into account in this research.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As was already demonstrated, the Conditional Partial Order Graph model provides a compact environment to represent a system that includes different behaviours, both for synchronous and self-timed implementations. As proved in Section IV and V-A additionally, CPOG tailors well to instruction set architecture development, it may help designers find an optimal and efficient encoding as well as to automatically instantiate the decoding module. Furthermore, this work addresses the gap in the synthesis part allowing designers to choose the encoding for the representation via different generation algorithms targeting a better controller (which can be further optimised under different perspectives via Abc framework).
In order to bridge this gap, SCENCO has been developed and integrated into Workcraft [17] . As described in [10] , an interesting option provided by this tool is the possibility to select custom encoding either by setting the number of bits the designer wants the opcodes to be composed of, and by fixing some bits inside. Both of these options might be worth applying to particular applications where some particular bits should be fixed for particular functions. This research may be useful to those companies which already design ASIP (Application Specific Instruction-set Processor) such as Altera with Nios, Xilinx with Microblaze or Cadence (Tensilica section) with XTensa. There are many research directions that our work might lead to. One of the most worthwhile to inspect is surely the enhancement of the heuristic function in order to improve the search of an optimal encoding, maybe making the relationship between the cost and the constrained parameter (area, power, latency, etc.) more linear. In fact, as one might observe in Figure 7 , the cost function so far is affected by a certain degree of error (given by the solutions with the same value of the heuristic function, but different area), which may also affect the final result negatively. Secondly, the research on a new generation algorithm could be conducted, as might be the ones inspected in [7] [21], which we think may be adapted to our purposes. The work of Goldberg et al. (Section 3) additionally, presents an interesting characterisation of the symmetrical solutions, that is surely worthwhile to explore in order to speed-up the search process. Finally, as CPOG tailors well to asynchronous controller design [22] , a further research direction might be to integrate analogue specifications into the CPOG representation in order to represent asynchronous circuits able to satisfy analogue requirements.
